Abstract-With increasing popularity of media enabled handhelds, the need for high data-rate services for mobile users is evident. Large-scale Wireless LANs (WLANs) can provide such a service, but they are expensive to deploy and maintain. Open WLAN access-points (APs), on the other hand, need no new deployments, but can offer only opportunistic services with no guarantees on short term throughput. In contrast, a carefully planned sparse deployment of roadside WiFi provides an economically scalable infrastructure with quality of service assurance to mobile users. In this paper, we propose to study deployment techniques for providing roadside WiFi services. In particular, we present a new metric, called Contact Opportunity, as a characterization of a roadside WiFi network. Informally, the contact opportunity for a given deployment measures the fraction of distance or time that a mobile user is in contact with some AP when moving through a certain path. Such a metric is closely related to the quality of data service that a mobile user might experience while driving through the system. We then present an efficient deployment method that maximizes the worst case contact opportunity under a budget constraint. We further show how to extend this concept and the deployment techniques to a more intuitive metric -the average throughput -by taking various dynamic elements into account. Simulations over a real road network and experimental results show that our approach achieves more than 200% higher minimum contact opportunity, 30%-100% higher average contact opportunity and a significantly improved distribution of average throughput compared with two commonly used algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
With increasing popularity of media enabled hand-helds, the need for high data-rate services for mobile users is evident. WiFi hotspots are rapidly mushrooming in every city to meet this demand. But, their primary target is static users. These networks fail to provide any assured level of service to a mobile user. Although large deployments of WLANs can be used to provide high data-rate services over large areas, the cost becomes prohibitive due to the sheer number of accesspoints (APs) required. For instance, to cover a 2km x 2km area in Mountain View, Google needed to deploy 400 access points [12] to barely provide coverage at the base data rate. In addition to the deployment cost, the maintenance and management complexity has led to abandonment or scaling back of several WLAN projects from San Francisco to Philadelphia [3] .
New Wireless Wide-Area Networking (WWAN) technologies such as 3GPP LTE (Long Term Evolution) and mobile WiMAX are expected to provide either long range coverage or high data rates, but practical numbers are far from the promised levels. For example WiMAX is intended to support data rates as high as 75 Mbps per 20 MHz channel, or a range of 30 miles [23] . However, one of the first deployments of WiMAX in US is reported to provide a downlink bandwidth of 3 Mbps [3] , which is only within a factor of 2 better than the current 3G networks. Note that these resources will potentially be shared by a large number of active users within the respective sector of the antenna. Given the resistance from majority of users to pay high monthly fees for mobile data access, which is essential for supporting expensive new deployments, ubiquitous service from such new deployments could take several years, and possibly decades.
On the other hand, evaluation of wireless data access by mobile users using "in situ" (or "open") WiFi networks [4] , [7] , [8] , [18] , and in various controlled environments [4] , [10] , [18] , [20] have confirmed the feasibility of WiFi based vehicular Internet access for non-interactive applications. The possibility and challenges to support certain interactive applications, such as Web browsing, have also been studied [4] , [5] . Most existing work, however, consider an unplanned deployment of APs based on open-APs [4] , [7] , [8] , [10] , [18] , [20] . Consequently, these solutions fail to provide any throughput assurance to a mobile user; they can only provide opportunistic services to mobile users.
The two objectives -an economically scalable infrastructure and quality of service assurance -can be achieved by a carefully planned sparse deployment of WiFi APs at roadside. In this paper, we propose to study deployment techniques for providing roadside WiFi services. In particular, we present a new metric, called Contact Opportunity, as a characterization of a roadside WiFi network. Informally, the contact opportunity for a given deployment measures the fraction of distance or time that a mobile user is in contact with some AP when moving through a certain path. Such a metric is closely related to the quality of data service that a mobile user might experience while driving through the system. We then present an efficient deployment method that maximizes the worst case contact opportunity under a budget constraint. We further show how to extend this concept and the deployment techniques to a more intuitive metric -the average throughput -by taking various dynamic elements into account. This is the first work that addresses the challenges in achieving sparse deployment of APs that provides quality of service assurance to the mobile users. The deployment issues with respect to roadside WiFi networks have not received much attention in the past. The only study in this area is our previous work on Alpha Coverage [25] . In Alpha Coverage, each AP is viewed as a point, and an optimal deployment is found such that one contact is guaranteed for every α-distance that a mobile user moves in a road network. In other words, only the number of contacts is considered but not the quality of each contact. In contrast, contact opportunity is more closely related to the real performance that a mobile user experiences by taking various static and dynamic parameters into account, such as the coverage region of each potential location for deploying an AP, driving speed, the data rate of APs (when average throughput is considered). Consequently, finding an optimal deployment in terms of contact opportunity is significantly more challenging.
We make the following contributions in this paper.
• We present a new metric, called Contact Opportunity, as a characterization of roadside WiFi deployment, which is closely related to the quality of data service that a mobile user might experience when driving through the network.
• We present an efficient deployment method that maximizes the worst case contact opportunity given a budget constraint by utilizing submodular optimization techniques.
• We extend the concept of contact opportunity and the corresponding deployment techniques to average throughput by modeling various dynamic parameters.
• Simulations over a real road network [1] and experimental results show that our approach achieves more than 200% higher minimum contact opportunity, 30%-100% higher average contact opportunity and a significantly improved distribution of average throughput compared with two commonly used algorithms. A number of applications can benefit from a roadside WiFi network deployed using our techniques. Remote monitoring and tracking of shipments is one such application. For example, Walmart currently depends on a satellite based system [2] for tracking its trailers, which is an expensive solution. Similarly, businesses with mobile workforce can benefit from media-rich communication over such a system. Recently, the feasibility and usefulness of a system that provides road condition updates has been studied [13] , which is another use case of the system. Our techniques can be applied to either plan a new deployment or to improve an existing one. For instance, a new set of WiFi APs can be added to a set of open APs to improve the quality of service.
We present the formal definition of contact opportunity, the deployment problem statement and our solution in Section II. Several extensions of the concept are presented in Section III. Evaluation based on simulations and experiments are presented in Sections IV and V, respectively, followed by a summary of related work in Section VI, and conclusions in Section VII.
II. CONTACT OPPORTUNITY OPTIMIZATION
Ideally, we would like to have an economic deployment of APs that is able to serve mobile users moving through a road network with guaranteed performance in terms of some intuitive metric such as average throughput. Such an objective is complicated by various uncertainties in the system, such as unpredictable traffic conditions, unknown moving patterns of mobile users, and the dynamics involved in the performance of APs. To this end, we use an incremental approach; we introduce a performance metric for roadside AP deployment that is closely related to average throughput while avoiding the uncertainties such that an efficient solution can be obtained. In Section III, several extensions that consider more intuitive performance metrics and more practical system models are introduced.
A. System Model
We model a road network as a connected geometric graph, where vertices represent points where road centerline segments and road intersections meet, and edges represent road centerline segments connecting road intersections. For a curved road segment, we introduce artificial road intersections, so that each edge represents a straight line segment. Without loss of generality, the road network graph is assumed to be undirected.
We assume that A is a set of known candidate locations in the 2D region covering the road network where APs can be deployed. Associated with each candidate location a ∈ A, there is a fixed cost w a ∈ R + for installing an AP at a, and a coverage region C a , which is a connected region in the 2D space consisting of the set of points where the received SNR from an AP deployed at a is higher than a fixed threshold. The coverage regions C a , ∀a ∈ A partition the road network graph into smaller segments called subsegments. Figure 1 shows a road network with four roads (lines) and three candidate locations with coverage regions shown as disks that partition the roads into subsegments such as va, vb, vc, vd, ce, etc. Although the coverage regions are plotted as disks in Figure 1 , our problem definitions and solutions are independent of the shape of the coverage region. Also note that such a partition is with respect to a particular deployment and each subsegment is either fully covered or not covered at all. Let L denote the set of all the subsegments in a road network graph. For each l ∈ L, let d l ∈ R + denote the length of the corresponding road centerline segment. For any deployment The set of candidate locations that cover l ∈ L P The set of movements Lp
The set of subsegments constituting p ∈ P Ap
The set of candidate locations that cover p ∈ P A movement on a road network is modeled as a simple path on the corresponding graph. We assume that there is a set of movements, denoted as P, given as part of the input to the deployment decision maker. The concrete definition of P is independent of our problem definitions and solutions, while the size of the set P impacts the computational complexity and performance guarantee of our solutions as discussed below. For instance, P could be a set of shortest (or fastest) paths or a set of most frequently traveled paths. Such information can be learned from a road network database [1] and historical traffic data [11] . For each p ∈ P, let L p ⊆ L denote the set of subsegments that constitute p.
B. Problem Statement
We now define a performance metric for roadside deployment that does not require any information about the dynamics of the system. Given a deployment S ⊆ A, the Contact Opportunity in Distance of a path p ∈ P, denoted as η d p , is defined as the fraction of distance on p that is covered by some AP in S. Formally,
(
When a mobile user travels at a constant speed where each AP has the same data rate, and there is only one user in the system, contact opportunity in distance can be directly translated into average throughput that the user will experience. We show in Section III how to extend this concept by taking care of various dynamic elements. Given a budget B, we are looking for a deployment where the total cost of the APs deployed does not exceed the budget, and the minimum contact opportunity over all movements in P is maximized. Such a deployment provides a worst case guarantee and hence does not require statistics about the movement patterns of mobile users. Furthermore, simulation results (in Section IV) show that even though our solution is designed for the worst case, it works well in the average case. Formally, if we let w(S) denote the cost of a deployment S ⊆ A, that is w(S) = a∈S w a , the optimization problem becomes
(2)
C. Approximation via Submodular Set Cover
In this section, we first show that Problem (2) is an instance of a budgeted version of the submodular set covering problem first studied in [24] and recently extensively explored in [15] and hence allows an efficient bicriterion approximation [15] . We then describe the detailed steps for solving the problem followed by various general and problem specific techniques for accelerating the computation. The following theorem summarizes our results in this section.
Theorem II.1. Let OPT(B) denote the minimum contact opportunity in distance of an optimal solution to (2). There is a polynomial time algorithm that finds a solution with the minimum contact opportunity to be at least OPT(B/ ), where is a logarithmic function of problem parameters defined below.
To show that (2) can be reduced to the budgeted submodular set covering problem, we note that the set function η
The last property is formally proved below, which essentially says that adding a new AP to a small set helps more than adding it to a large set. It captures our intuition that the total coverage that two APs can provide to a mobile user is reduced if their communication regions overlap with each other.
It follows that (2) is an instance of the budgeted submodular set covering problem, which does not have a polynomial time approximation algorithm unless P=NP as shown in [15] using a reduction from the hitting set problem. The same argument can be applied to (2) with slight modification. Fortunately, an efficient bicriterion approximation can be achieved by relaxing both the requirement on the objective function and that on the budget. The solution framework proposed in [15] requires first solving the following variant of the problem, which is interesting by itself: given a required minimum contact opportunity λ ∈ [0, 1] over all the movements, find a deployment of minimum cost. Formally,
A binary search of λ ∈ [0, 1] is then applied. For each λ, an instance of (3) is solved until a close to optimal solution to (2) is found. Although the budgeted version (2) is hard to approximate, the subproblem (3) allows an efficient approximation since it can be reduced to the submodular set covering problem as follows. Given λ, define:
We note that η d is also a submodular function since (a) min{η d p (S), λ} as a set function on A is submodular when η d p is submodular [19] and (b) the sum of submodular functions is submodular. Note that a subset S ⊆ A is a feasible solution to (3) (3) can be reformulated as a submodular set covering problem [24] :
Due to the submodularity of η d , (5) allows an efficient greedy approximation. See Algorithm II.1. The algorithm starts with an empty set and in each iteration picks and adds a new candidate location that is most cost effective until the required contact opportunity is achieved. This simple greedy procedure outputs a subset S ⊆ A, the cost of which never exceeds the cost of the optimal solution by more than a logarithmic factor [24] . In particular, by multiplying all η d p by 10 n for some n ≥ 2, η d can be made an integer valued function without loss of much accuracy, then an approximation factor = O(1) + ln(max a∈A η d (a)) can be achieved [24] .
Algorithm II.1 Minimum Cost Contact Opportunity
Input:
Find a ∈ A\S that maximizes
S ← S ∪ {a};
A binary search of λ ∈ [0, 1] is then applied to solve (2) . Let B(λ) denote the total cost of a deployment that achieves λ computed by Algorithm II.1. Staring at λ = min p∈P η d p (A), that is the minimum contact opportunity when all the candidate locations are used, if B(λ) > B, a lower λ is selected; otherwise, a higher λ is selected. The procedure continues until B(λ) ≤ B and B(λ ) > B for any λ : λ − λ ≥ δ, where δ can be adjusted to control the accuracy. Given a budget B, such a binary search finds a subset S ⊆ A that does not exceed the budget and has the minimum contact opportunity to be at least what an optimal solution with budget B/ can achieve, that is,
Furthermore, this result has shown to be hard to improve [15] .
The above procedure can be naturally extended to the case of improving an existing deployment by adding new APs, by substituting all the evaluations of η 
D. Techniques to Accelerate the Computation
It follows that only a subset of P, denoted asP, need to be considered in the evaluation of η d . For instance, suppose P is the set of shortest paths in the road network graph of length at least α, and κ α where κ denotes the maximum edge length in the graph, thenP contains mainly the shortest paths of length from α to 2α since every shortest path of length greater than 2α can be divided into shortest paths of length between α and 2α with high chance. Second, we note that each candidate location only contributes to a small subset of P, and therefore an incremental calculation is more efficient, where
We observe that these techniques improve the performance of our algorithm significantly in practice. For the 6 × 6 road network used in our simulations (in Section IV), the running time to find a solution to (2) is reduced from days to about half an hour under the same machine configuration.
III. FROM CONTACT OPPORTUNITY TO AVERAGE THROUGHPUT
The concept of contact opportunity in distance discussed above ignores several complexities involved in a real system and does not correspond directly to the real performance a mobile user might experience when driving through the system. Therefore, we seek to design performance metrics that are more intuitive to mobile application designers and end users. To this end, the various uncertainties involved in the system need to be taken into account. The strategy we use is to consider the worst case, and design for it whenever possible.
A. Contact Opportunity in Time
The first natural extension to contact opportunity in distance is to replace distance with time, which informally is defined to be the fraction of time when a mobile user moving through a path is within the range of some AP. The main difficulty with such a definition is that both the contact time and the travel time are not fixed due to the uncertainties of traffic conditions such as traffic jams, accidents and stop signs.
To model these uncertainties, we follow the interval based modeling approach [14] and assume that for each l ∈ L, the possible travel time t l over l varies within an interval [b l , u l ], 0 < b l ≤ u l , which can be learned from historical traffic data. We define a scenario k to be an assignment of travel time
Let K denote the set of all possible scenarios. Given a deployment S ⊆ A and a scenario k ∈ K, the Contact Opportunity in Time of a path p ∈ P is defined to be:
Although there are infinitely many scenarios, we seek to find a deployment that performs well even in the worst case. Fortunately, a worst case scenario for a given deployment S ⊆ A can be easily determined: let k S denote the scenario where t l (k S ) = b l if l is covered by some AP in S, that is if l ∈ L S , and t l (k S ) = u l otherwise. We claim that k S is a worst case scenario for S, that is:
where t 1 denotes the travel time over the set of subsegments in p that are covered by S and t 2 denotes the travel time over the other subsegments in p. Note that η t p (S, k) is minimized when t 1 is minimized and t 2 is maximized, which happens at k S .
Given a budget B, we would like to find a deployment that does not exceed the budget while maximizing the minimum contact opportunity in time over all the movements in the worst case scenario. Formally, we want to solve
Note that η t p (S, k S ) can be viewed as a set function since whenever a deployment S ⊆ A is given, η t p (S, k S ) can be evaluated. However,
Proposition III.2. η t p as a set function is nondecreasing and normalized, but not submodular.
A formal proof of the proposition is given in the Appendix. It follows that the solution framework for (2) when applied here (by replacing η d p (S) by η t p (S, k S )) does not guarantee the same approximation factor.
We note that for any fixed scenario k, η t p (S, k) is submodular and hence the above framework can still be applied. The general problem can be viewed as a robust optimization problem and is more challenging. In fact, it has been observed that the robust counterparts of many polynomial time solvable optimization problems are NP-hard [14] . Although an efficient solution with guaranteed performance to the general problem remains open, we propose the following two approaches as first steps that work well in many practical cases.
First, we study the potential loss if we only design for a fixed scenario. Let k 0 denote the "mean" scenario where
small for all l ∈ L, k 0 can be used as a good approximation. More concretely, let S denote an optimal deployment with respect to k 0 and let T denote an optimal solution to (7), we have the following theorem, where to simplify the notion, we writeη(S, k) to denote the minimum contact opportunity in time across all the movements under the deployment S and scenario k. The theorem says that if u l /b l is bounded by β ≥ 1, then the minimum contact opportunity in time (with respect to the worst case scenario) achieved by an optimal deployment computed using the "mean" scenario is at most a factor β worse than the optimal solution. A formal proof is given in the Appendix.
We then propose a solution to the general problem without making assumptions on u l /b l , which works well if the set of candidate locations that cover p, denoted as A p , has small cardinality, for every p ∈ P. For each pair of path p and scenario k, write η (7) is equivalent to
This formulation essentially says that we are looking for a deployment that maximizes the worst case contact opportunity across all the movements as well as all the scenarios. Since each η t p,k is nondecreasing and submodular, we can apply the framework discussed before. The only issue is that the possible scenarios could be a huge set. The good news is that for each p, we only need to consider the set of scenarios {k S : S ⊆ A p }. The remaining scenarios are either not distinguishable to p or will never be a worst case scenario. Hence the total number of relevant (p, k) pairs is p∈P 2 |Ap| . When |A p | is small (e.g. < 10) for every p, this formulation gives an efficient solution with guaranteed performance.
B. Average Throughput for a Single Mobile User
We next extend the concept of contact opportunity in time to average throughput for a single mobile user. To this end, we need to consider a more complex system model. First, we assume each access point deployed at a candidate location a ∈ A has a fixed worst case data rate r a ∈ R + . Second, let A l ⊆ A denote the set of candidate locations that cover l ∈ L. We assume that a user moving through l always selects the AP with the highest rate among A l to associate with. Third, we assume that connection setup time when a user starts to associate with an AP and the handoff time when a user switches between APs are small enough to be ignored. Then for a given deployment S ⊆ A and a traffic condition scenario k, the average throughput for a user moving through a path p can be stated as follows:
We again want to find a deployment that is within the budget while maximizing the minimum average throughput in the worst case scenario across all the movements. We note that η s p is not submodular in general, but is submodular for any fixed scenario, and the solutions proposed for contact opportunity in time can be applied as well.
C. Average Throughput for Multiple Mobile Users
Finally, we discuss an approach to take multiple mobile users into account by making two additional assumptions. First, for any subsegment l ∈ L, the maximum number of mobile users moving through l at any time instant is known, and is denoted as ν l , which can be learned from historical traffic data. For any candidate location a ∈ A, let ν a denote the maximum number of users within C a , that is ν a = l∈L {a} ν l . Second, define the normalized data rate of an AP deployed at a ∈ A to ber a = r a /ν a . We assume that a user moving through l always selects the AP with the highest normalized rate among A l to associate with. Note that this is consistent with the scheme defined in the previous section where ν a = 1. With these assumptions, for a given deployment S ⊆ A and a traffic condition scenario k, the estimated average throughput in the worst case traffic condition scenario for each user moving through a path p can be stated as follows:
Similar optimization problem as before can then be studied with respect to η m p , which is submodular for any fixed scenario. This problem formulation, however, has some limitations. First, the simplified association protocol does not fully model the reality and hence the estimated average throughput could be far from the real throughput for any particular user. Second, fairness among mobile users has been ignored. We propose to study more sophisticated joint deployment and association models that take fairness into account as part of the future work.
IV. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we evaluate our solution to the roadside AP deployment problem via simulations over a real road network retrieved from the 2008 Tiger/Line shapefiles [1] to understand its performance, including the minimum and average contact opportunity in time or distance, and the distribution of contact opportunity and average throughput across a set of movements under various budget constraints.
A. Baseline Algorithms
LetÂ ⊆ A denote the set of candidate locations covering P. The following two baseline algorithms are used: Uniform Random Sampling (Rand for short), which at each step randomly picks a new element fromÂ as long as the total cost of the selected elements does not exceed the budget. Max-Min Distance Sampling [22] (Dist for short), which starts at a randomly selected location inÂ, and at each step finds a new element fromÂ that maximizes the minimum graph distance (in terms of shortest paths) from the elements already selected, as long as the total cost of the selected elements does not exceed the budget. 
B. Simulation Settings
Figure 2(left) shows the road network used in simulations, where we only consider the largest connected component of the corresponding graph, which has 1802 road intersections and each of them is assumed to be a candidate location for deploying APs. Each edge is associated with an interval of travel speed:
, where τ is randomly selected from [10, 20] . The coverage region at each candidate location is modeled using a simplified version of a sector based approach recently proposed in [21] , where each region is composed of 4 sectors of 90
• with radius randomly selected from [100m,200m] , as shown in Figure 2 (right). Each candidate location is assigned a unit cost. The set of movements considered are the set of all the shortest paths of length at least 2km between any two road intersections (there are about 1.4 × 10 6 such paths in the road network). The following variants of our algorithms are used in the evaluation. For contact opportunity in distance, the algorithm presented in Section II-C is used. The parameter δ used in the binary search is set to 0.5%. For contact opportunity in time, the same algorithm is extended to consider time instead of distance and uses the "mean" traffic scenario based approach. We also extend the same algorithm to the average throughput case by again using the "mean" scenario, where the data rate of each AP is set to 1Mbps and a large movement file is generated (see the next paragraph) to estimate user density for multiple user case. For each of the baseline algorithms, 100 different deployments are evaluated and the average or cumulative results across all the deployments are plotted.
We further carry out ns-2 based packet level simulations to evaluate the performance in terms of average throughput for both a single mobile user and multiple user scenarios. Each user moves in the network following a restricted random waypoint model composed of randomly selected shortest paths of length at least 2km, and the travel speed over each edge is randomly selected from the corresponding interval. We did not start simulations at steady-state since it is too time consuming for large graphs. The physical layer data rate of each AP is set to 1Mbps. A mobile user selects one of the APs in range (if there is one) with minimum load to associate and then downloads CBR data (1Mbps) from that AP, where the load of an AP is the number of users currently associated with it. To avoid frequent switching between APs, a node switches from AP a to b only if the current load of a is higher than the current load of b plus 1. For the single user case, a movement file describes a continuous move for 10 4 minutes (more than 1500 paths are traveled) is generated, and the deployment computed by our algorithm and the first 10 of the 100 deployments computed by each baseline algorithm are evaluated. For the multiple user case, a large movement file is first generated as the training data to estimate the worst case user density in the coverage region of each candidate location. Due to the time required to simulate multiple user scenarios, we use a smaller road network (a 2km × 2km subregion in the same area) and simulate 5 mobile users where each user moves continuously for 1000 minutes. Figure 3 shows the minimum and average (across all the movements) contact opportunity in distance and time achieved by our solution (Opp for short) and the two baseline algorithms under various budgets, where a budget is simply the number of APs allowed to use since each candidate location is assigned a unit cost. For contact opportunity in time, the value for the worst case traffic condition is plotted. Our algorithm performs significantly better than the baselines in all the cases. The minimum contact opportunity is more than 200% higher. In fact, when the budget is low, the minimum contact opportunity of the two baseline algorithms is very close to 0. Even if our solution is designed for the worst case, it still achieves 30%-100% higher average contact opportunity. Furthermore, we observe that (not shown in the figure) the contact opportunity when deploying one AP at each of the 1802 candidate locations is very close to the one achieved by deploying only 400 APs computed by our solution. We also observe that the maxmin sampling performs better than random sampling in terms of minimum contact opportunity but worse in terms of average performance unless the budget is very high. One explanation is that the max-min sampling distributes APs in a more uniform way and when the budget is low, it does not provide enough coverage to shorter movements. Figure 4 shows the complementary cumulative distribution of contact opportunity in distance and time for the three algorithms, and our algorithm performs clearly better. We then perform ns-2 simulations over the set of deployments used in Figures 4(c) and 4(d) , and compute the average throughput that a single mobile user experiences for every 400 seconds interval, as shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b) . Even if the user only visits a small subset of all the shortest paths, our solution still performs much better than the baselines. V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION We set up a small scale controlled experiment to better understand the performance of our approach. The experiment was carried out in a 180m × 120m parking lot located at the west campus of OSU and is free of potential interference from other WiFi networks. The experiment was usually carried out at night when the parking lot was empty. We artificially divided the parking lot area into a 6 by 4 grid and use it as a small road network. All the 24 intersections are treated as candidate locations for deploying APs.
C. Simulation Results
A single mobile node carried by a car and 4 APs are used in the experiment. Each AP is a laptop equipped with an Orinoco 802.11b/g PC card and an external antenna mounted on a 1.7m high tripod so that the signal will not be blocked by the car in the test. The single mobile node is a laptop equipped with a Ubiquiti Networks SRC 802.11a/b/g PC card and two external antennas fixed at the two sides of the car. The transmission power of each AP is set to 6 dBm, which is tested to give an effective transmission distance of no more than 50 meters. Each node runs Ubuntu Linux with Linux 2.6.24 kernel and madwifi device driver for the 802.11 interface. The physical layer data rate of each node is fixed at 54Mbps.
A total of 5 random deployments are evaluated and compared with a deployment computed by our algorithm that maximizes the minimum contact opportunity in distance across the set of shortest paths between intersections of length at least 200m (there are 30 such paths in total). The algorithm assumes that each AP has a unit cost and the coverage region of each AP is a disk of a radius 50m.
Because of the large volume of driving work and limited availability of that place, we picked 6 representative shortest paths that go through different parts and directions of the parking lot, and drove through each of them 3 times for each deployment. The moving speed is kept at about 10mph. When moving through a path, the mobile node attempts to associate with an AP with the strongest signal. Once associated, it downloads UDP packets from the AP until it is disconnected from that AP. The mobile node then finds another AP with the strongest signal to associate. Figure 6 shows the average throughput of each of the 6 paths. For random sampling, the average results across the five deployments are plotted. We observe that our solution achieves up to 66.7% higher throughput, and across all the 6 paths the average improvement in throughput is 26.4%.
VI. RELATED WORK
The idea of Drive-thru Internet by connecting to existing roadside Access Points is introduced in [20] , which shows that a single moving vehicle connected via 802.11b with an AP located at roadside of an empty street can access several megabytes of TCP or UDP traffic, even when the velocity is as high as 180 km/h. Subsequently, evaluations in various controlled environments [4] , [10] , [18] , [20] and in situ WiFi networks [4] , [7] , [8] , [18] have been conducted, further confirming the feasibility of WiFi-based Vehicular Internet Access for non-interactive applications. However, the deployment issues with respect to WiFi-based Vehicular Internet Access have not been carefully studied so far. Instead, an unplanned deployment of APs is commonly assumed in most previous works. A simple non-uniform strategy that places more stationary nodes in the network core was considered in a recent work [6] . However, it was completely based on intuition without providing any performance guarantees. The only exception is our previous work on Alpha Coverage [25] , which however, only considers the number of contacts but ignores the quality of each contact. Submodular functions play a critical role in combinatorial optimization. The theory was first developed half a century ago. Since then, various submodular optimization problems have been intensively studied [9] , [19] . Although the submodular minimization problem is polynomial time solvable, the submodular maximization problem is NP-hard. However, a simple greedy algorithm gives an (1 − 1/e) approximation ratio when the function is also nondecreasing and normalized. The submodular set covering problem was first studied in [24] . Recently, submodular optimization has been applied to several network deployment problems, including placing sensors to efficiently detect outbreak [16] , or to provide robust observations [15] . The former is formulated as a submodular maximization problem while the latter is formulated as a budgeted submodular set covering problem.
VII. CONCLUSION
Existing solutions for wide-area data services fail to provide an economical solution for high data-rate services. This paper takes one more step towards this target by presenting Contact Opportunity in terms of distance or time as a new metric for the characterization of roadside WiFi networks and an efficient
